Abstract. -The magnetic linear birefringence (MLB) in paramagnetic rare-earth garnets (Tb, Nd, Yb, Tm) is reported. The theory including crystal-field effects accounts for observed temperature and magnetic-field dependence of MLB. To interpret remaining features of MLB it is necessary in general to go beyond the Judd-Ofelt approximation.
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Introduction
The magnetic linear birefringence (MLB), similarly as other time-even magnetic phenomena, e.g., magnetostriction, is usually being described by the phenomenological theory of Akulov-Callen-Callen (see e.g., [I] ). The theory, allowing to express MLB as a series of even powers of the magnetic order parameter arises from the presumption that the crystal-field (CF) splitting of the ground multiplet of magnetic ion is much smaller than the Zeeman splitting. It is thus in general not appropriate for rare-earth (RE) systems. The MLB, determined in these systems by the magnetic field dependence of the quadrupole moment of RE ions [Z] , is very sensitive to the nature of the ground state as well as lower-lying excited CF levels. In this work we exploit this sensitivity, together with the fact that the CF is in some paramagnetic garnets well known, as a tool to test the validity of the Judd-Ofelt approximation [3] underlying the microscopic theory of MLB based on the Kramers quantum-mechanical expression for the tensor of polarizability (see [Z] and quotations therein). The measurements of MLB and magnetization at magnetic fields up to 5 T and temperatures 4.2 + 50 K are described in [2] . The MLB was measured at wavelength 0.63 pm.
Theory
The magnetooptical effects in the visible part of the spectra are determined in RE systems by electric dipole transitions from the lowest CF levels of the ground 4fn configuration to excited configurations 4fn-l5d, ... The part of the tensor of permittivity depending on the magnetic field can be expressed in Judd-Ofelt approximation by means of operators of the quadrupole moment Q i j of 4fn electrons [Z]:
where .H(') is the Hamiltonian of RE ions in CF and magnetic field corresponding to the r-th inequivalent site; T is the matrix of transformation from local to laboratory coordinates; the coefficient A is discussed in part 3. The MLB is given by An = 1 / (2%) ( 6~~~ -&EL) -Considering in (1) the effective spin hamiltonian we have shown [2] that the MLB depends on the character of the ground state (doublet, quasi-doublet, or singlet). This character determines the invariants describing the MLB. As a rule, they differ from those emerging from the "classical" theory [I] .
In this work we take the complete harniltonian 7iiTi
in (I), to calculate MLB for Tb-and Nd-garnets, where the reliable CF parameters are available. For other ions treated (Tm, Yb) we have tried to determine the parameters, by their fitting to our MLB and magnetization data as well as the optical spectra and g-tensors available in the literature.
Results a n d discussion
We have studied ions with different CF ground states:
(if quasidoublet (~b~+ )
. The CF parameters available for TbAG [4] allow to account fully for MLB (Figs. la, 2) and magnetization data; (ii) Kramers doublet (~d~+ , yb3+). Ail sets of CF parameters available for ~d~+ in different gallium garnets [5] describe well the magnetization of NdGG. The calculated MLB which is the same for all these sets, is in qualitative agreement with NdGG data (Figs. lb,  2 ). All the CF data available for YbGG and YbAG (see, e.g. [6] ) give the isotropy of MLB, in contrast to observed An (100) > An (110) > An (111). Neither attempts to improve this agreement by least-squares procedures give any satisfactory results.
The magnetic field dependence of MLB of ions with (quasi) doublet ground states is linear in the region where magnetization. approaches the saturation; (iii) singlet (~r n~+ ) . No reliable CF parameters are available for TmGG. We have tried to determine them by fitting to our MLB and magnetization data and to 5 lowest CF levels [7] . Resulting best-fit parimeters describe well these data but their reliability is to be put to futher tests as they differ considerably from the CF parameters in other RE garnets. Characteristic for ions with singlet ground state is rougly quadratic magnetic field dependence of MLB (at the same time M x H) and a weak temperature dependence (Figs. lc, 2) .
The magnitude and sign of MLB are influenced by coefficient A in (1). In Judd-Ofelt approximation, its value is given by A = (9/7) awo ( e~~a )~ / (h (w: -w2)) , where hwo N 10' cm-I is the mean energy of the 4fn-I 5d configuration, r f d = (f (rJ d) is the radial integral, e is the electron charge, and a is the usual parameter of Stevens. In the case of Yb the sign of A given by the above mentioned formula is opposite to the sign determined experimentally. This contradiction can be removed if we consider the splitting of the excited configuration: expressing the Q i j in L, adopting the LS coupling scheme for both, ground and excited configurations, and neglecting and additional splitting of the terms of latter we get:
L, L' are the orbital quantum numbe:s of terms ' in ground and excited configurations, respectively; G;:~, are the coefficients of fractional parentage; S1, L1 the quantum numbers of the ground term of the 4fn-I core. Using formula (2) for A and presuming that the contribution to MLB of the lowest-lying term (with maximum L') dominates we arrive to the proper sign of MLB for all ions studied.
The discrepancy between the observed and calculated anisotropy of MLB in NdGG, and the anisotropy of MLB in GdGG [2] are further indications of the necessity to develop the theory going beyond the JuddOfelt approximation.
